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CORDELIA’S  SPINNING WHEEL QUILT made By Brigitte Giblin

Finished size- single bed
57 x 68.5” approx. with borders

(48.5 x 60” without borders) copyright:  Brigitte Giblin Quilts
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ADD SEAM ALLOWANCE TO ALL PATTERN PIECES
E = 4” finished hexagon
C = 3/4” hexagon
D = 4” equilateral triangle
CUSTOM - A & B WEDGE PIECES
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scale 
1” sq.
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half -D

<---straight grain--->

Pattern pieces - include 
1/4” seam allowance when 
cutting templates
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CORDELIA’S  SPINNING WHEEL QUILT made By Brigitte Giblin

Made for my granddaughter Cordelia’s first single (big) bed at 3 years of age from
mostly reproduction and traditional prints with cream and shirting backgrounds 
for a calming, low volume effect.  The addition of turkey red centres in the spinning
wheels adds a pop of colour to the soft palette.

Finished size:  57” x 68.5” long including borders

This project can be hand or machine pieced - instructions are given for both methods.  
Centre hexagons are English Paper Pieced and then appliqued to the blocks.

MATERIALS:
2m (2.2yds) plain cream background fabric for the blocks 
1m (1.1yd) shirting or small print fabric for the setting triangles
.8m (1yd)  fabric for the border
.2m (8”) solid turkey red for the centre hexagons
assorted small print fabrics for the blocks - - aim for at least 30 different fabrics 
including light, medium and dark tones to add movement to the blocks.  Use scraps 
or purchase 1 fat eighth (25x50cms approx) of each fabric
template plastic 
56 x 3/4“ hexagon papers
** pre-cut template set and papers for Cordelia’s Spinning Wheel Quilt are available from
the website:  www.brigittegiblinquilts.com  
METHOD FOR CUTTING THE PATTERN PIECES A & B:
Firstly, individual blocks are made and then the red hexagons are appliqued in 
the centre of each assembled block.
Use the pattern provided to make fabric cutting templates for each pattern piece
including 1/4” seam allowance. It is important to label templates A & B with a permanent
marker as shown on the pattern sheet.

Work with pattern pieces A & B to cut the wedge fabrics for the blocks
NOTE: be consistent - always trace around templates on the right side of fabrics.
From the cream background fabric  cut 16 selvedge to selvedge strips, 4-1/2” wide.
Using template A, cut 315 pieces from these 16 strips, observing 
the straight grain placement.  Each strip should yeild about 20 pieces.  Nest the 
pieces along the strip and trace around each piece and then cut on the marked lines.

From the print fabrics trace around the template for B - trace 2 pieces (pairs) of the 
same fabric for each block.  There are 49 full blocks and you will need 6 x B pieces for 
each block - or 3 pairs.  Total B pieces for the full blocks = 294, or 147 pairs  plus 28
pieces for the half-blocks on the top and bottom  edges.

SEWING THE BLOCKS BY MACHINE:
Stack the print fabrics on the left side and the background fabrics on the right side.

=

Place a background shape on top
of a print shape, right sides together
and using 1/4”seam allowance, 
chain-piece the A + B shapes by 
machine and snip threads on 
completion. (See the red stitching line)
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SEWING THE BLOCKS BY HAND:
If necessary, make a 2nd set of templates without seam allowance for marking 
sewing lines on the wrong side of fabrics.  Flip the templates over and label  
A-rev. & B-rev.   

Note:  With the pre-cut template set for this quilt - flip the templates over
to mark the wrong side of fabrics with a dot through the registration holes. 

With right sides together, pin through the corners or marked dots and sew to the next
corner or dot without sewing into the seam allowance. 
See the diagram below for placement of A & B and the red sewing line:
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Place a background shape on top
of a print shape, right sides together
and starting 1/4” in from the edge, 
sew with a running stitch to stop 
1/4“ from the narrow end.
Sew along marked line or between
marked dots.

B A

=

Continue sewing the A & B shapes together in your chosen method until there are 
315 units.  Reserve 21 units plus the 7 remaining B pieces for the half-blocks  on the 
top and bottom.
Press all the seams towards the print fabrics.
Decide on the placement of print fabrics - see the colour photo where each block
has 3 different print fabrics mirrored around the centre.
Sew 3 units together for each half block, and then sew the 2 halves together.

BLOCK ASSEMBLY:  

Make 49 blocks
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Make the 7 half blocks for the top and bottom of the
quilt by adding a B print fabric shape to one side of 
the assembled half blocks - see diagram.  The edges
will be trimmed later.

THE CENTRE HEXAGONS:
Cover the 56 hexagon papers with red fabric and press before removing the papers.  
Place in centre of block to cover the raw edges.  Pin and then applique with 
thread to match the hexagon fabric colour.  Do the same for the 7 half-blocks which 
will be trimmed later.

THE SETTING TRIANGLES:
Make a template for the setting triangles and the half triangles including 1/4” 
seam allowance.  Observe the straight grain marking.
From the shirting fabric, cut eight 4” wide selvedge to selvedge strips.
Use the triangle template to cut 112 triangles from these trips.

Sew a setting triangle to 2 opposite sides of 42 blocks as per the diagram:
Do this by placing the cut point of the setting triangles on the centre tip of the
blocks.  This will ensure that the straight grain is on the outside edge of the 
assembled strips.

cut point --->
cut point --->

By machine: chain
piece the triangles
to each side of the 
blocks

By hand:  sew on the
marked lines or dots
1/4” from the edges

=

straight
grain
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Sew a setting triangle to one side of  the remaining 7 blocks and two 2 half-
triangles to the other side.
Sew a setting triangle to one side of the 7 half-blocks.  Edges will be trimmed
on the half blocks when the blocks are assembled.

The blocks are sewn together
into vertical rows of 6 blocks
plus 1 half-block as per the
diagram.  Sew 7 vertical rows
the same and then turn every
second row around so that
blocks and half-blocks alternate
across the top and bottom of
the quilt.
Sew the rows together with
1/4” seam allowance so that
the triangle seams align.
Trim the half-blocks along 
the top and bottom edges.

BORDER:
From the border fabric cut six,
4-1/2” wide selvedge to selvedge
strips.Remove the selvedges and
sew together into 1 long strip.
Sew a border strip to each side
of the quilt, cutting in line with
the bottom edge.
Press to the outside edge and sew
another border strip to the top
and bottom edges of the quilt.

Quilt as desired and don’t forget
to label your quilt!

ASSEMBLY:
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